


Clothespin

Toy wheels
and paint blob

What other 
washable plastic 

toys can 
you use?

Flower

Sponge

roar! 
roar! 

Tube

DinoOrange

footprints!
Celery

Hand

Bubble wrap

Create lots of paint marks using 
different printing tools. 

Here are some ideas:

Printing gallery

Bubble wrap feet

Make printing blocks!your  own
Tools needed:

Wood 
blocks

Foam or thick 
card-stock shapes

String

You can find heart and 
star templates at the 

back of the book.

Roller and paints
Glue and 

paintbrush

Using a roller, 

roll paint over your 

printing blocks.
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To make a string print, 

wrap string around 
a wood block. Print different patterns and 

shapes to make wrapping paper 

or cards.

WRAP

ROLL

4

Tools

Wood Foam or thick 

Tools needed:Tools needed:Tools

Foam or thick 

Tools

Foam or thick StringFoam or thick 

You can find heart and 
star templates at the 

back of the book.back of the book.

Glue and 
paintbrush

back of the book.
star templates at the 

back of the book.

Roller and paints

back of the book.

Roller and paintsRoller and paints
roar!

roar!

 using 

Bubble wrap feet

Clothespin

Toy wheels
and paint blob

What other 
washable plastic 

toys can 
you use?

Flower

Sponge

roar! 
roar! 

Tube

DinoOrange

footprints!
Celery

Hand

Bubble wrap

Create lots of paint marks using 
different printing tools. 

Here are some ideas:

Printing gallery

Bubble wrap feet

Tools needed:

Wood 
blocks

Foam or thick 
card-stock shapes

String

You can find heart and 
star templates at the 

back of the book. Glue your foam 
shapes onto 
wood blocks.

Glue your foam 
shapes onto 
wood blocks.

Roller and paints
Glue and 

paintbrush

32

To make a string print, 

wrap string around 
a wood block.

WRAP

ROLL

PRESS 

PRINT

Print different patterns and 

shapes to make wrapping paper 

ROLL

PRESS 

PRINT

PRESS 

PRINT

1

GLUE

1

GLUE

4

shapes to make wrapping paper Print different patterns and 

shapes to make wrapping paper 

For the curious Content taken from Play with Art

Using a roller, 

roll paint over your 

printing blocks.



For the curious Content taken from Play with ArtContent taken from 
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Make a corner shape with 

two strips of paper. One piece 

needs to overlap the other.

3 

Make these cute caterpillars with
just a bit of folding and sticking!

Pencil

caterpillarsPaper

Tools needed:

Pipe cleaners

Strips 
of colored paper

Now fold up

Fold  over

2

Top tipAlways fold the underneath piece.

Fold the underneath piece over the other strip. Now fold the other piece up and over in the same way.

Stick the face to one 

end of the body.

Glue Safety scissors

Pipe cleaner 
antennae

 You have a 
super smile!

Googly
eyes

Googly eyes

 
Keep folding until you run out of paper. 

OVERLAP

Now make a face for 

your little critters.

Glue eyes and 

antennae onto a 

square piece of paper, 

and draw on a smile.

Play with Art

Stick the face to one

end of the body.



Make a theater and put on a shadow show 
with your puppets from page 36.

1
Shadow

Tools needed:

theater

Ruler
Masking 

tape
Safety 
scissors

Tracing or 
parchment 

paper

Cardboard 
box

Felt-tip pen

Draw a rectangle on your 
box. It should be about 

the width of a ruler away 
from the edges.

3

Tape tracing paper to 
the inside of the box 

covering the hole.

Hold us up at  
the back of the 

theater.

Glue
Lamp

Cut away one of the 
long sides of the box.
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Ask an adult to help you 
cut out the rectangle.

CUT

Light your theater from behind with a lamp.

Light your theater 

cut out the rectangle.

Cut out and decorate 
pillars and a pediment. 

Glue them to the 
front of the theater.
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Cut out and decorate 
pillars and a pediment. 

Glue them to the 
front of the theater.

For the curious Content taken from Play with Art




